
Subject: Re: off topic
Posted by Ethenal on Thu, 20 Aug 2009 01:38:09 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Dover wrote on Wed, 19 August 2009 20:15Ethenal wrote on Wed, 19 August 2009 14:48Dover
wrote on Wed, 19 August 2009 10:12Cunin wrote on Wed, 19 August 2009 08:10The OP, as you
call the original poster (or thread starter), is just registered on our forums, it's not part of our staff.
Just to make it clear.
You all are talking like being registered on our forums means that their speaking on our behalf.
Even if we could agree with whatever our registered users will post around, that's surely not an
official representative of Exodus.

Yet, you do agree with him, don't you? You certainly aren't retracting his words or distancing
yourself from his opinion. Exodus's position is being made pretty clear.
I don't understand; I've never thought anything bad of you but you're in here shooting shit across
the room in a situation you barely know the circumstances of. What gives?

Perhaps it's because it's hard to convey tone and mood over the internet, but my intention isn't to
"shit across the room". I'm just pretty tired of this latest barrage of ReneDrama. You're right that I
don't know all of the circumstances, but in nine situations out of ten, the thread-starter (In the case
of the other thread) or the thread-derailer (In this case) is to blame for the resulting drama. In this
case, it's this rrutk guy, and the Exodus community is apparently backing him up.

Like you said, I don't know the circumstances. For all I know, they could be right and could have a
legitimate grievance, but I do know they definitely aren't handling themselves well.
Ok, and by what stretch of the imagination leads you to think Crimson is handling herself well,
what with deleting topics and pretending things never existed?
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